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PRODLJCT REVIEWS

Narrow-gauge 0-6-0T

difficult to see in anyway. Nur engirleer
figure is included. The locomotive cumes

he Henschel Locomotive Works
built two nearly identical, metergauge 0-6-0T locomotives for the

Deutsche Reichsbahn, ultimately residing
at the Harz Narrow Gauge Railways.
Somewhere along the way, the pair gar-

with a few s mal f add-on demi Is, an extra
hook for the Front coup/er (if you desire
it), and a bag of crushed coal for the coal

Heeresfeldbahn (inifitary field

nered the nickname 'Pfifft!' Betb survive
today, tbnugh only orte is operational (and

bunker an the side of the locomotive.

T

railways of Germany and Austria) in 1914.
The principle differente between the two
was that the first (N. 99 6101) is superheated, while the second (hl.. 996102) Is
not. Both locomotives werft from fieldrailway use to the Nordhausen-Werniger-

ode Railway. Frorst there, they passed
through the Nassau Light Kali way,

VITAL STATIST1CS
DCC-eguipped 1:22.5 scale, gauge

steam-out line loromotive
Trai n Li ne
Ma dein Germany
Available from:
Train Li
3 Kensington Way
Upton MA 01568
Prices: $945 (analog DC); $1,145 (11(C)
Web ite: www.trainii.com
mostly plastir stearn-outline 9-6-0T; plastic

is currently uadergoing repairs).
TralnLine's Tatest locomotive is
mode) of the le 99 6101. The locetnotive

is offered in two verrinnt: traditional ana-

The locomotive collects power from all
six wheels as weil as two Skates. Otte d river has a traction tire. The engine is
designed to operate around a 2"-radius
curve (4-diameter), and does so without

log DC control and DCC equipped. The
DCC-equipped locomotive was sent to us
for feVieg,
1 couldn't rcadily locatt rneasured

difficulty. Wheels measure 1.560" back to

drawings for this locomotive, but Wikipedia provlded basic d imensions for the

sturdy and flexible enough to withstand
abuse. 1 do I arnent Traln Line's use of plas.

prototype. This 1:22.9-scale mode] measures accurately in length, width, und
height. Thera is lots of detail (some Erogne

tic pins to hold the side rods mein the
wheeis.
[le testing the locomotive, one
of the pins henke Free and launched itsdf

and easily broken—two Lights hinke loose
in shipping), and the lettering is crisp,

inso a parallel universe. 1 ,placed it with
a screw from my parts drawer.

with even the finest print easy to real.
Everything seeins to match photos of the
prototype that 1 found online. Detail an
the boiler hackheid is minimal (a few

The locomotive hat: a threeposition
switch cm the toller backhead. According
to the instructions, the first posi Oen ("0")
isolates the locomotive entirdy from tht

dials) bat the cab is not that open, so it's

track; position "1'. turn an lights and
smoke only; position
turns everything

PROS und CONS

side rods and valve gen; power picku p from
all wheels plus shates; warking headlights
and tat light avallable as analog DCor DCC;

PROS.: Smoolh operotion;welL delalied;

WMes sou nd. Dimensions: lenge, 1311-;
width, 4i4"; beighL 615-.1n 122.5 scale,Mis
warks out la 2410" a 8'2" n122", rospeetiee

CO NS: Plastic pins hol ding drive rads to
wbeelsraav pop ofit. steam Muff sound cats
aal suddenly when slowing

rrisp graphlu

back, witich is within NMRA tolerantes.
Lights am directional and there is a smoke
mit. The valvc gear is plastic but appears

im. in this DCC-equipped locomotive, the
switch didn't work as described. Position
"0" isolates rverything from track posier;
positions -r and "2" tura everything
an—there s no differente between those
two settings. The DCC-equipped loco har
a Dino sound and motor-control decoder
built in. The analog version does not. The
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DCC-equipped locomottve will run on
analog 13C (more on that in a bit). 'Pl.la
Zinto decoder is rated at 4 amps continuons, 10 amps stall, which is more than
adequate for this locomotive.
I sei the locomotive on the Crack and
powered up my MRC command station.
The l000motive sat quietIy. 1 sei. the controller to locomotive 53 (factory default),
and bumped the throttle up one notch.
The locomotive began to quiezly and
siowly inch itsffly forward. The Zimo
decoder controls the motor speed via the
motor's BE MF, so putting a bit of drag on
the drawbar caused the locomotive to
increase power to nm I nta i n a constanz
speed. lt d id not, however make any
sound! ApparentIy the Zimo decoder
defaults to having the sound turned off
when les first powered up. You misst press
the "P8' button in Order to activare the
sounds. (More about the sounds beim)
With the sounds going, the locomotive
ran pretty much as I expected. The motor
is pnwerful and it toolt a lot to gei it tn
stall. Stalled, the locomotive drew around
3 amps. Az Full Slip, the locomotive drew
around 1 amp. lt developed 1.5 pounds of
drawbar
The locomotive runs well under analog DC control. I ran it an hoth polsewidth modulation (PWM) and linear DC.
Most DCC decoders don't like PWM bot
the Zimt] decoder worked like a cbarm!
bumped up the throttle just a little bit the
lights same on, the whistie blew, and the
locomotive took off down the Crack. Performance an PWM and linear was iden tical. Very slow speed control was not quile
as good under DC as it was under DCC
bat, uniess you're &sing a int of switching
and run ning vety slowly liess tha n 5 male
mph), you're not gültig to sollte. Because
running on analog tmckpower,
though, the sound does tut out when the
throttle is turned nearly all the way down,
and the lights turn off.
Top speed on the locomotive behaves
differently, depending on whether lt's
running on DCC or DC. 'When 1 ran the
locomotive with myMRC command statten, the top speed was a mild 18 scale
mph. The MRC outputs around 15V to
the teils. 1 hooked up a Pikt] command
station, which puls out around 20V to the
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rads. Top speed was still right around 18
male mph. Under analog DC control, at
14V, top speed was similarly around 18
male mph bist, at 20V, the top speed
jumped to 34 scale mph. None of this is
u nprototypica for Ibis locomotive bot lt
behaves differently than olher DCCequipped locomotives l've reviewed
when running on analog track power.
Sounds on the locomotive are good,
and faith fu I ly reproduce the sounds (da
German narrow-gaug,e engine. The
speaker flocated in the bohlen} has a good
armnot of bass to it. The DCC decoder
offers a wide array of sounds, ranging
from conductor signals, shoveling coal,
blowdown, air pump, and more, with
most triggerable from the firnet ion keys on
the controller. Undar analog DC centrol,
you get the whistleat start and the chuff,
hut the other sounds cannat be triggered.
Der really cool t hing is the volume
control. The top of the sand dome is ACtually a volume-contra knob! ?out' d never
know it to lock at the locomotive, but I
love having the ability to acljust the volume easily without needing to reinernber
which CV controls volume (plus you can't
use C Vs to adjust the volume in analog
DC anyway).
Having said that, i tend to be something of a purist when it comes to sound,
and there were a few curiosities with this
decoder. Orte of the fea tures of this and
other modern DCC decoders is .that the
chuff changes volume in response to
changes in the th rott ie. When you accelreale, the chuff gets buder. Decelerate,
and the chuff quiets down. l'h is is
increaslagly cora mon na DCC deeoders
and the eifert is cool. I noticed, however,
that when decelerating, the chuff just rote
out abruptly, soinetimes in mechuff.
Somet imes you hear it dial back to a quiet
chuff and dien go away entirdy bot mos!.
of the time it was sudden and jarring to
rny ears_ (Curiously, this was less notice.
able under analog DC control.) The
decoder offers two whistles—a long and a
short. 1 [hink the short whistle is still an
the lang side, with little differente
heiseren the barg and short 1 usually
equate a "short" whistle to a quick "peepl"
Final/y.1 noticed the generator sound gets
louder as more lights arm turned on (there

are ortly two—the headlights and the sah
light). The generator sound is always
there, albeit quiet, whenever the sound is
turned on. When l turn on the cab light,
the generator sound gets a touch louder.
Turn an the headlights, it gets louder still.
A prototype steam generator will always
be the same volume regardless of the
numher of lights
powering.
Overall, I think this locomotive is a
winner.
compact enough for switching
but looks equaily good at the front of a
fairly long st ring of cars. The motor control via the Zimo decoder is Fantaslift and
the sound real ly adds to the package. if
youie a fan of European narrow-sauge
steam, I think you'll find this one a wen-thy addition to your rosten —K. Strong
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Visit the Pacific Northern,
a beautifui standard-gauge
railroad
Build a smail "storie' arch
bridge out of foam
Kitbash a center-beam natur
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